
Touch-Plate®

   Lighting Controls

The ZoneZ-RP: 

Touch-Plate® Lighting Controls ZoneZ-RP is the  single 

point lighting control solution for hospitals,  hotels, and 

all other projects requiring remotely installed relays. 

A ZoneZ-RP is a complete relay and power supply, 

making ZoneZ-RP a stand-alone solution for any  

lighting load that needs to be controlled from more than 

one location.   

ZoneZ-RP is available in two styles, a plastic case with 

threaded nipple or mounted on a metal sub-plate,  

depending on the installer’s preference. 

It is available as a momentary contact switching device 

or a maintain contact switching device; normally open 

or normally closed.  It will work perfectly as a power 

pack for any occupancy sensor or as an Automatic OFF 

ZoneZ-RP Features: 

•Multi-Way Switching, which allows for ZoneZ-RP to

be controlled by multiple control stations

•LED / Pilot Output, which allows the use of control

stations with LEDs.

•Switches 120VAC

•Operates a 20 AMP Relay.

•Two distinct designs, one is threaded nipple to junction

box, the other is mounted on metal subplate for

mounting into a 4 x 4 handy box.

•Electronic Stuck Switch Protection

•Free phone support

•Wiring follows historical Touch-Plate® colors; Orange

for Cycle Switch, Blue for LED Status Output, and

White for both Commons

•UL listed 20 AMP Relay and Transformer
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Control Stations with 

LEDs can be used 

ZNZ-RP-20-NM Pictured Above with Case

ZNZ-RP-20-PM Pictured Above with Subplate



Configurations 

Available 
Mounting  

Configurations 

Dimensions 

-NM 3.325”L x 2.76”W x 1.89”D (w/o threaded 

nipple) or  2.27”D (w/threaded nipple) 

-PM 3.85”L x 2.62”W (w/o mounting tabs) or 

2.76”W (w/mounting tabs) x 1.45”D  
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How To 

 Order 
       ZNZ-RP-20

  Series/ 
  Model # 

Mounting 

Example of Multi-Way 

Switching 
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